E.W. Scripps Associates (EWSA) is a premier group of annual donors who make a difference in the global research conducted by Scripps oceanography scientists. Members learn about ocean, earth, and climate science first-hand from Scripps scientists and students at “behind-the-scenes” events and are given special access to Birch Aquarium at Scripps.

Join us in protecting our planet for future generations.

E.W. SCRIPPS ASSOCIATES

Since 1903, Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego has built a legacy of exploration and discovery, leading efforts to fully investigate the oceans, solid earth, and atmosphere. Scripps scientists have sailed to tropical islands and ventured under polar ice, observing environments and their inhabitants, collecting specimens and samples, and recording voluminous data for laboratory analysis.

Today, Scripps is an international leader in seeking scientific understanding of the globe, an effort that connects scientists with leaders in industry and policy to address concerns that impact our world.
**WHY SUPPORT SCRIPPS?**

*Scripps scientists are solving the rapidly escalating environmental challenges of the 21st century*

Scripps researchers have made many important discoveries that have saved lives and billions of dollars. Scripps continues to be the foremost environmental research institution, addressing issues of global significance such as:

- Climate change
- Earthquakes and other natural disasters
- Drug-resistant diseases
- Water shortages
- Saving marine life
- Energy alternatives
- Air pollution
- Ocean acidification

**YOUR SUPPORT HELPS SCRIPPS STAY AHEAD OF THE CURVE.**

---

**YOUR GIFT’S IMPACT**

**E.W. Scripps Associates** members contribute $1,000 or more each year to fund top priorities at Scripps such as:

- Graduate student fellowships
- Seed money for innovative research
- K-12 science education and public outreach through Birch Aquarium at Scripps

---

**GIVING LEVELS**

**E.W. Scripps Associates** offers a number of annual giving levels from which to choose:

- E.W. Scripps Associate $1,000
- Researcher $3,000
- Pioneer $6,000
- Patron $12,000
- Patron of Honor $25,000
- Patron Laureate $50,000
- Scripps Alumni $750

Your gift is fully tax-deductible.
E.W. SCRIPPS ASSOCIATES
MEMBER BENEFITS

E.W. SCRIPPS ASSOCIATE – $1,000
SCRIPPS ALUMNI – $750

**Invitations** to “behind-the-scenes” science events featuring Scripps scientists and students*

**Unlimited access** to Birch Aquarium at Scripps for cardholder and accompanying guests

**8 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

**Invitations** to exhibit openings, holiday and seasonal events, the monthly Jeffrey B. Graham Perspectives on Ocean Science lecture series at Birch Aquarium, and more

**Subscription** to Birch Aquarium *OnBoard* newsletter and Scripps *explorations* e-magazine

**Private tour** of Scripps Pier

**Special membership** prices on educational classes and programs at Birch Aquarium and 10 percent discount on all Birch Aquarium Gift & Book Shop purchases

*Small fee charged to offset program expenses. No fee charged at Researcher level and above.

RESEARCHER – $3,000

*All above benefits and:

**Up to two free** admissions to each EWSA science event

**10 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

**Invitation** to an additional, intimate “Members Only” event each year

**Invitation** to a special annual reception with recipient of the Nierenberg Prize for Science in the Public Interest and priority seating at the Nierenberg Prize ceremony

PIioneer – $6,000

*All above benefits and:

**Up to four free** admissions to each EWSA science event

**12 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

**Lunch** with a Scripps scientist or aquarist

PATRON – $12,000

*All above benefits and:

**Invitations** to exclusive research expeditions

**20 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

PATRON OF HONOR – $25,000

*All above benefits and:

**30 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

PATRON LAUREATE – $50,000 and above

*All above benefits and:

**50 guest passes** to Birch Aquarium

---

Edward Willis Scripps (1854-1926) was a pioneering newspaper publisher and a cofounder of Scripps Oceanography in 1903. In 1907, he selected an undeveloped parcel of land to be the permanent home of the institution, which was purchased for $1,000. The Scripps campus still occupies the land, and E.W. Scripps Associates dues are set at $1,000 annually as a tribute to this important milestone in Scripps history.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Scripps Development Office

Phone: 858-822-1865
Fax: 858-822-1124
Email: supportscripps@ucsd.edu
Web: supportscripps.ucsd.edu/ewsa
Please tear off this form and place it in an envelope along with your check (if applicable) and mail to:

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UC San Diego
Attn: Development Office
9500 Gilman Drive, # 0210
La Jolla, CA 92093-0210

Join today!

E.W. SCRIPPS ASSOCIATES MEMBERSHIP

___ YES, I accept your invitation to become an E.W. Scripps Associate at the following level:

___ E.W. Scripps Associate $1,000
___ Researcher $3,000
___ Pioneer $6,000
___ Patron $12,000
___ Patron of Honor $25,000
___ Patron Laureate $50,000
___ Scripps Alumni $750

___ Enclosed is my check payable to the UC SAN DIEGO FOUNDATION in the amount of $ _______________________.

___ I authorize UC San Diego to charge my credit card in the amount of $ _______________________.

___ Please charge my:
___ MasterCard ___ Visa ___ American Express ___ Discover

Card #: __________________________ Expiration: __________________________

Signature: __________________________

___ I prefer to use appreciated stock as payment. Please contact me.

___ My employer has a matching gift program. Enclosed is the appropriate form. (Please note that in order to receive EWSA benefits, an individual donor must give a minimum of $1,000.)

Monthly/quarterly payment options available. Call 858-822-1865 to inquire.